Abstract. Bachvalov proved that the optimal order of convergence of a Monte Carlo method for numerical integration of functions with bounded kth order derivatives is O N
Introduction
The paper proposes new quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm for integrating smooth functions. We consider integration over the unit cube The results of Bachvalov [2, 3] establish lower bounds on the integration error of both deterministic and stochastic or Monte Carlo methods. Various Monte Carlo methods for approximate integration of such functions with the optimal order of convergence O N are known (see, e.g. [1, 5, 10, 20] ). In this paper we investigate from theoretical and practical view point a quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm, based loosely on the same ideas. The idea of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms is to replace the pseudo-random numbers, used in Monte Carlo, with a deterministic sequence of points, uniformly distributed in some high-dimensional unit cube E s . The quality of distribution of these sequences is measured through their discrepancy. Infinite sequences with order of the discrepancy O log s N N , which is believed to be the optimal, are called low-discrepancy sequences. Note that in Monte Carlo methods one can frequently obtain a statistical error estimate along with the result, which is necessary in many areas. In quasi-Monte Carlo methods a similar error estimate of statistical nature can be obtained using the so-called scrambling of sequences, which is a way of adding some randomness to otherwise entirely deterministic sequences. The most popular quasi-Monte Carlo integration method is based on the simple formula:
is a uniformly distributed sequence. For a good introduction in the theory of uniform distribution modulo 1 see, e.g., the books [9] and [7] . More complex methods are developed and tested by many authors (see, e.g., [18, 16] ). A method, based on scrambled nets, can be seen in [12] . In quasi-Monte Carlo methods it is important to achieve low constructive dimensionality (for a definition, see [17] , p. 255). Since the first few coordinates of a low-discrepancy sequence are better distributed, various ways to adjust the integration procedure to the properties of the integrand are proposed (see, e.g., the Brownian bridge construction in [4] ).
The performance of the quasi-Monte Carlo method depends on the quality of the distribution of the underlying low-discrepancy sequence. Various families of such sequences are known, and we tested some of the most popular ones in our algorithm. The algorithm is described in Sec. 2. Numerical results, showing the applicability of the method and its excellent parallelization properties, are given in Sec. 3.
Description of the Algorithm
Since we are going to describe our algorithm using the term pseudo-inverse matrix , we provide the following
Definition 2. (see e.g. [11], p. 257) Let A be an m × n real matrix with rank r. Suppose that U T AV = Σ is the SVD of A. Then the pseudo inverse matrix of A is defined as
where
Definition 3. Let t be an integer, t ≥ 1, and let a 1 , . . . , a t be fixed points in for numerical integration is that the coefficients of the matrix C are much smaller in this case. Of all the matrices satisfying BAB = B the pseudo-inverse is chosen because its Frobenius norm . F is the smallest. Now let us fix some integers k and s, greater than 1 and consider functions f ∈ W k (M, E s ) defined over the unit cube E s . We also fix the number t and the points {a 1 , . . . , a t } ⊂ E s , such that an interpolation formula L(f )(x) = L(f, x) as described in Definition 3 is defined. Observe that by integrating over E s we get a quadrature formula
.
Definition 4. Consider a rectangular area
Now we define a Monte Carlo integration formula, which we are going to investigate in the sequel. 
For the rectangle
K i = s j=1 [b j , c j ) we consider the simplest linear transfor- mation T such that T (K i ) = E s : x j → x − b j c j − b j .vol (K i )   t j=1 r j f (a (i) j ) + 1 m m j=1 f ξ (i) j − L K f, ξ (i) j   .
The Monte Carlo estimate for the integral E s f (x) dx is obtained by summing all the estimates for the integrals
Such integration formulae were considered in [1] , but only when t has the smallest possible value s+k−1 k−1 . This additional degree of freedom results in faster convergence of the resulting formulae.
Numerical Results
In this section we present numerical results that are obtained for calculating the value of the integral
The functions, that are considered here, are with different peculiarities. Often they are used for benchmarking of Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms. They are given as follows:
,
The first function F 1 has been used in [8] and [14] as a test in a context of rating point sets for quasi-Monte Carlo and Monte Carlo integration. The last three functions are a part of the test functions package proposed by Genz or in [13, 15, 19] . The parameters u 1 , u i , a i are divided into unaffective and affective parameters. The vector a of affective parameters is scaled so that it satisfies the requirement a 1 = 110s
for the functions F 5 , F 6 , F 7 respectively, that depends only on the space dimensionality.
In Table 1 we present numerical results from the approximate integration of the integral I 1 using the Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo version of the algorithm. The algorithms where tested for dimension 4, 5, 6, and 9. We did not compare our algorithm with crude Monte Carlo as in [6] , because of its much slower convergence. In Table 2 and 3 we show numerical results for the other integrals in 5 dimensions. We again observe roughly the same probable error of the Monte Carlo and the quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm. All these results are obtained with the parameter m (the number of quasi-random points in every small cube) equal to 40. In Table 4 we show the parallel efficiency of the algorithm. The computations for every small cube can be done in parallel, and thus the algorithm possesses a significant amount of natural parallelism. The results are achieved on a cluster of Intel Xeon 2.2 processors, using MPI.
Conclusions
We have developed a quasi-Monte Carlo method, which achieves order of convergence O N on smooth functions. The proposed quasi-Monte Carlo method shows roughly the same accuracy as the Monte Carlo version, and also exhibits good parallel efficiency. However, the statistical aposteriory error estimation, based on the use of scrambled low-discrepancy sequences, is slightly more complicated and less reliable, than Monte Carlo methods. In our experiments we obtained good results by using the Sobol sequences. Note that the constructive dimensionality of the algorithm is relatively high -sm, and thus the integration method can be used for assessing the quality of distribution of other families of low-discrepancy sequences, i.e., for benchmarking purposes.
